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1 April 2021 

 

 

Director 

AFCA Review Secretariat 

Financial System Division 

The Treasury 

Langton Crescent 

Parkes   ACT   2600 

Email: AFCAreview@treasury.gov.au  

 

Dear  

 

AFIA COMMENTS ON THE REVIEW OF THE AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL COMPLAINTS AUTHORITY 

(AFCA) TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR) AND GUIDANCE FOR SUBMISSIONS 

 

The Australian Finance Industry Association (AFIA) welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback to 

the review of the Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA) terms of reference (ToR) and 

guidance for submissions. 

 

AFIA has excellent relationships with AFCA, especially the Chief Ombudsman, the Deputy Chief 

Ombudsman and lead ombudsmen. We want to acknowledge the availability of senior staff to work 

collaboratively and constructively with AFIA, particularly to answer discrete member queries and/or 

collaborate and run joint educational sessions to build awareness of systemic and emerging issues in 

complaints and dispute management. 

 

We recognise that it has been a challenging time for AFCA. Integrating three organisations has 

required a new operating model and governance structure, resourcing and training their teams, 

setting-up new engagement programs, and developing corporate knowledge to ensure consistency of 

decision-making. They have had to do this while dealing with an increase in compliant activity1 and 

implementing changes to work practices as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.   

 

Many AFIA members are subscribers of AFCA, including both consumer and small business financiers. 

For holders of an Australian Financial Services License (AFSL) or an Australian Credit Licence (ACL), this 

reflects a legislative requirement. For others, that operate outside the financial products or consumer 

credit regulated segments or only in the commercial or small business segments, AFCA membership is 

generally voluntary.  

 

However, as part of AFIA’s self-regulation strategy we have made AFCA membership a mandatory 

requirement for those members that are signatories to both AFIA’s Online Small Business Lenders 

Code of Practice and the new Buy Now Pay Later Code of Practice, and we intend to embed the same 

requirement in similar codes in the future. Members in these sectors believe this is the right thing to 

do for business and customers, and understand that this also reflects community expectations.  

 

1 Annual Review | Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA) 
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We believe this review is a timely opportunity to identify where further enhancements can be made to 

ensure AFCA is operating efficiently and effectively for all parties. Targeted changes will allow AFCA to 

achieve its vision of being a ‘world class ombudsman service: raising standards and minimising 

disputes; meeting diverse community needs, and trusted by all’. 

 

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS 

AFIA’s recommendations are directed by its guiding principles, which are: 

• promoting access to and choice in consumer and business finance  

• driving competition and innovation in Australia’s financial services industry  

• supporting greater financial, and therefore social, participation across our community. 

 

We believe the following five recommendations would both improve the operations of AFCA and 

support the achievement of these principles: 

1. Provide a mechanism to appeal a determination and establish the legitimacy of precedent. 

Determinations by AFCA can create precedent and compliance ‘creep’ for members, beyond 

legislative and regulatory requirements. Adopting this recommendation would ensure 

procedural fairness. This has the potential to support greater access to and choice in finance 

as new and existing financiers, who are not currently part of AFCA, may decide to join and 

launch products captured under its rules, and current members who joined AFCA ‘voluntarily’  

would remain and not consider exiting the scheme. 

2. Create a new process and a dedicated team for complaints related to the removal of credit 

enquiries and/or default listings. As part of this, implement a fairer funding model for these 

types of complaints. Currently,  members with lower value accounts face a disproportionately 

higher fee per complaint than those members with more complex and higher value disputes. 

Adopting this recommendation would support competition and innovation as the funding 

model would be more scalable and would also ensure consumers’ wellbeing is better 

protected, particularly from credit repair and debt management firms that promise customers 

certain outcomes, which may be misleading. 

3. Strengthen the process, and use discretionary rules more often, to deal with a customer who 

is not participating in the process in good faith and/or to address those third parties (primarily 

credit repair and debt management businesses) who are misusing the current AFCA Rules to 

undermine the integrity of the credit reporting regime, at the cost of the members and for 

their own financial gain. Adopting this recommendation would ensure members remain 

committed to support access to and choice in finance and similarly, ensures consumers’ 

wellbeing is better protected. 

4. Improve consistency in decision-making, to build confidence in the complaint handling 

system. This would support greater economic participation across the community. Senior staff 

interventions in cases typically reach reasonable conclusions. Upskilling the broader AFCA 

team  about when the AFCA rules apply and, importantly, do not apply, building broader 

legislation regulatory/jurisdictional understanding, and enhancing industry/product 

knowledge (in particular in small business lending), would reduce administrative complexities, 

reduce costs, and frustrations and delays for consumers and members. 

5. Increase and provide better communications to the industry, especially in regard to  systemic 

issues, complaints trends and emerging developments. Circulars are a useful tool to build 

knowledge for all parties and ensure the system is as effective and efficient as possible.  

 

Attachment A provides our detailed response.  
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Attachment B is an outline of the current rights available to members to appeal a determination. AFIA 

Associate member, Piper Alderman has provided the content. 

 

Attachment C is confidential to Treasury only. It should not be made public under any circumstances. 

It contains specific examples and case studies to support our responses. 

 

CLOSING REMARKS   

AFIA believes that all financial services providers and lenders should support their customers by 

offering the best products, services, and technologies, and we believe that is the intent of our 

members. However, sometimes things will go wrong. Therefore, it is important for good complaints 

and disputes management processes to be in place to ensure effective and efficient resolution of 

issues. In this context, it is important for AFCA to also ensure disputes are handled in a fairer, more 

efficient, timely and independent way.  

 

AFIA has already discussed many of our recommendations with AFCA and we are encouraged that our 

feedback is being considered, with many recommendations being areas of focus for FY21 and beyond. 

 

AFIA represents larger and smaller lenders, ADI and non-ADI lenders. Many of the contributing 

members to this submission would be available for a roundtable or further discussion to assist 

Treasury to better understand the feedback.  

 

Should you wish to discuss our feedback further, or require additional information, please contact Karl 

Turner, Executive Director, Policy & Risk Management at karl@afia.asn.au or 02 9231 5877.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diane Tate 

Chief Executive Officer 

 

 

  

mailto:karl@afia.asn.au
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Attachment A  

 

1. Is AFCA meeting its statutory objective of resolving complaints in a way that is fair, 

efficient, timely and independent?  

 

1.1. Is AFCA’s dispute resolution approach and capability producing consistent, predictable 

and quality outcomes? 

Not yet.  

 

While members have seen improvements in consistency of decision-making once complaints move 

to more senior staff, there is still work needed across the organisation.  

 

We make the following recommendations: 

o continue to focus on: 

• improving and upskilling the AFCA team on internal guides and standard operating 

practices about when the AFCA rules apply and do not apply – members advise that 

there are many instances when they go deep into the complaint process only to be 

advised that the issue under investigation is outside of the AFCA rules. Members also 

have had instances where AFCA staff expand their review beyond the original reason for 

a complaint in order to find other grounds to find against the financial institution. For 

example, where a complaint has already been reviewed under a previous scheme. This 

causes administrative complexities, additional costs, and frustrations and delays for 

customers and members.  

• building broader legislation/regulatory/jurisdictional understanding – member feedback 

is that some AFCA staff still apply consumer legislation/regulation to small business 

lending. We note that this is inconsistent with legislative and regulatory requirements 

and counter to the Federal Government’s proposed changes to credit laws that make 

this distinction more explicit.  

• how it assesses what is ‘fair’ in a way that is clearly understood by all parties and 

stakeholders – members have examples where AFCA has: 

▪ applied current standards and guidelines to loans issued when the standards 

did not apply/were different. This retrospectivity undermines confidence in the 

system and causes additional administrative complexities and costs. Please see 

Attachment C for more confidential insight. 

▪ introduced new information to a decision process that was provided by a 

customer and not available or relevant when the member completed the 

underwriting assessment. Please see Attachment C for more confidential 

insight. 

▪ applied higher standards than required to small business loans – for example, 

by applying National Consumer Credit lending laws rather than ‘due care and 

skill’ as required under the ASIC Act as well as the ‘prudent banker’ test under 

the Banking Act. Please see Attachment C for more confidential insight. 

▪ applied standards that do not align with proportionate and scalable approaches 

adopted through legislative and regulatory requirements – for example, by 

applying the Australian Bankers’ Association (ABA)’s Banking Code of Practice 

to all lenders, including non-ABA members. While this standard is appropriate 

for signatories to the ABA’s Banking Code of Practice, this industry code was 

developed with the input of those members and reflects their business models. 
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Other industry codes, such as AFIA’s, should be used more when complaints 

arise for these entities. Please see Attachment C for more confidential insight. 

▪ not taken into account any reasonable ‘benefit’ gained by a customer when 

calculating a potential remedy. 

 

o implement service level agreements (with customers and members) for timelines in which they 

can expect to hear back from AFCA.   

 

Members are required to meet to timelines for responses. They are held accountable for 

meeting these through public report, and the same should be applied to AFCA. These timelines 

will naturally with the level and complexity of the complaint, but more frequent 

communication/better expectation management would allow members to better plan their own 

workloads and resourcing. An alternative to this is to develop a portal – maybe as part of the 

AFCA data cube – that shows members and customers where their complaint sits in the process. 

 

o revise the process so that a complaint case is closed if neither the member nor AFCA has been 

able to contact a customer for more than 30 days. 

 

Members have examples where some complaints have continued to escalate to CM2 (the 

conciliation stage) even though the customer has not provided any response to AFCA.  The 

customer then does not attend the conciliation and the complaint is closed due to no response, 

but by this stage the member is charged a higher fee.  

 

o improve the consistency of remedy/monetary award that is determined by an ombudsman and 

include a mechanism for this to be queried.   

 

Members have examples where one ombudsman may award $500 and another may award 

$1,500 for the same topic. 

 

o develop a standard/pro forma Deed of Release/settlement document that members can use. 

This would improve consistency in operational guidelines and assist both members and 

customers in finalising complaints.  

 

o implement new rules – such as a ‘Recommendation on reasonable offer’. This would operate to 

ensure that customers have an incentive to accept reasonable offers, and would support the 

surfacing of the real issues in dispute. It would also reduce the cost imposed on industry, which 

is ultimately passed on to customers in the form of higher costs for financial services. 

 

o increase and provide better communications to the industry, especially on systemic issues, 

complaints trends and emerging developments. Circulars are a useful tool to build knowledge 

for all parties.  

 

o create a new process, and a dedicated team, to focus on issuing short form determinations for 

complaints solely related to the removal of credit enquiries and/or default listings.  
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o As part of this, implement a fairer funding model for these types of complaints. Currently, 

members with lower value accounts face a disproportionately higher fee per complaint than 

those members with more complex and higher value disputes.  

 

Members, as credit providers, are required to ensure that credit information and default 

information on credit files is properly recorded and maintained.  

Members currently incur significant fees in credit default complaints, often in circumstances 

where the debt that is the subject of the dispute has been repaid. In these cases there is no 

economic benefit to the member in defending the listing.   

 

In addition, some third parties are misusing the current AFCA Rules to undermine the integrity 

of the credit reporting regime and doing so at the cost of the members and their own financial 

gain.  

 

Credit repair agencies lose their income stream if they do not get an outcome, so it is in some of 

their best interests to have the customer continue to escalate the matter within AFCA so that 

they increase the likelihood of payment. Members have examples where a customer was 

represented by a credit repair agency and was charged over $1,200 to have a simple default 

removed. 

 

o use discretionary rules more frequently to close cases when it is clear that a customer is not 

participating in the process in good faith, demonstrated by, but not limited to: 

• documentation has been fabricated 

• the complaint is vexatious 

• the customer is vexatious and/or is using a third party to stall contractual rights and 

remedies and potentially delay enforcement action – members have examples of a 

single customer making multiple complaints to AFCA, but each complaint being dealt 

with separately. This materially delayed enforcement of contractual rights. 

 

A customer’s ability to escalate a complaint with no substance delays fair resolution and incurs 

unnecessary costs for members. Unfortunately, sometimes this is the result of customers being 

misled by credit repair and debt management firms.  

 

Members have examples where the same customer has raised multiple complaints with AFCA. 

There have been situations when AFCA has issued a determination in favour of the firm, but 

then allows a customer to raise a new complaint using the same material facts.  

When attempting to have the case excluded for being Outside Terms of Reference (OTR), 

members often find that the AFCA Rules Team give the customer an additional opportunity to 

refine this new complaint. This can lead to new issues being raised which then allows the 

complaint to proceed.  

 

In addition, sometimes AFCA’s processes facilitate a customer using AFCA multiple times, as 

their processes can be siloed to one current complaint per issue. They do not always consider 

the previous dispute history, which leads to a poor outcome for both the customer and the 

financial firm.  
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Members also have examples where a customer was able to lodge consecutive complaints using 

the same material facts but as a different issue. For example, a customer lodged a complaint 

with AFCA regarding a privacy breach. The same complaint was then closed and reinstated 

various times for irresponsible lending, inappropriate debt collection and potentially poor 

lending. The initial AFCA complaint was lodged in June 2019, closed in September 2019, 

reinstated in September 2019, and then closed in January 2021 with a final decision in the 

member’s favour.  

 

Another member has noted over the past three months, 23 of their complaints received were 

from repeat AFCA customers. 

 

Please see Attachment C for more confidential insight. This illustrates a situation where a 

complaint was ruled in favour of the member and a payment arrangement put in place but 

when the customer did not meet this arrangement and the member commenced legal 

proceedings, the customer raised another complaint to AFCA using the same material facts.  

 

This took a further four months to be decided as being OTR, whereupon the customer raised 

another complaint using the same material facts. AFCA is still working through this third 

iteration. Currently, it has not allowed the member’s request to see this as OTR so the member 

remains unable to commence legal proceedings. 

1.2. Are AFCA’s processes for the identification and appropriate response to systemic issues 

arising from complaints effective? 

Members understand that several complaints of the same type or a single complaint may raise the 

question of whether there is a systemic issue (provided that the effect of the issue may clearly 

extend beyond a single customer2).  

 

However, AFIA members have examples of AFCA raising a potential systemic issue based on its 

handling of separate complaints, where the potential issue identified was not part of the initial 

complaints. 

 

One member highlighted a situation where they declined multiple personal loan applications from a 

customer. The customer complained and then AFCA alleged a potential systemic issue on the basis 

that the member should have been aware that (a) a broker had lodged a commercial loan 

application supported by false documents, and (b) the assets were for personal or domestic use, 

rather than for business purposes.  

 

Another member has an example of AFCA raising systemic issues based on only one complaint. In 

this instance, AFCA raised a systemic issue, even though the preliminary determination found in the 

member’s favour but was subsequently overturned at final determination. The member then 

received a notice for a possible systemic issue. The member confirmed to AFCA that this was a one-

off case and all policies had been amended so that the issue could not occur again but AFCA chose 

not to accept this and proceeded to define it as a systemic issue. 

  

We propose that, prior to AFCA raising a potential systemic notice, it should be very clear that the 

substance of the complaints is the same, rather than being of a potentially ‘similar’ nature.  

 

2 AFCA operational guidelines A17 
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We also propose that AFCA consider introducing a new communication, such as ‘AFCA Circular’ to 

provide insights into recent systemic issues. This will raise awareness of issues and support 

members’ learning from others’ experiences. 

1.3. Do AFCA’s funding and fee structures impact competition? Are there enhancements to 

the funding model that should be considered by AFCA to alleviate any impacts on 

competition while balancing the need for a sustainable fee-for-service model? 

Members understand that finding a funding model which meets all stakeholders’ needs is going to 

be a challenge. 

 

However, the single fee schedule for all complaints (without regard to quantum or complexity of 

disputes) has the consequence that members with lower value accounts face a disproportionately 

higher fee per complaint stage than those members with more complex and higher value disputes. 

This is being exacerbated by the actions of credit repair firms mentioned above. 

 

In addition, members recommend that, as a deterrent, there should be a cost incurred by a 

customer who chooses to progress with vexatious or unsubstantiated complaints.  

 

In particular, AFCA should re-consider the funding model for complaints relating to credit enquiries 

and credit defaults.  

 

As part of implementing our recommendation above around a new process/dedicated team who 

focus on issuing short form determinations for complaints solely related to the removal of default 

listings, we recommend that a revised funding model is adopted for these types of complaints. 

 

2. Do the monetary limits on claims that may be made to, and remedies that may be 

determined by, AFCA in relation to disputes about credit facilities provided to primary 

production businesses, including agriculture, fisheries and forestry businesses remain 

adequate? 

Members did not have any specific comments on this question. We recommend that this issue be 

considered further as part of a nationwide Farm Debt Mediation process. 

 

3. AFCA’s Independent Assessor has the ability to review complaints about the standard of 

service provided by AFCA in resolving complaints. The Independent Assessor does not have 

the power to review the merits or substance of an AFCA decision. Is the scope, remit and 

operation of AFCA’s Independent Assessor function appropriate and effective? 

AFIA believes that broadening the role of the Independent Assessor may be a solution to the 

current position, where a member is not able to appeal a determination. We believe an appeals 

process is critical to confidence in the system and to ensure procedural fairness.  

 

4. Is there a need for AFCA to have an internal mechanism where the substance of its decision 

can be reviewed? How should any such mechanism operate to ensure that consumers and 

small businesses have access to timely decisions by AFCA? 

Yes. 

 

Associate member, Piper Alderman has provided an outline of the current rights available to 

members to appeal a determination – this is detailed in Attachment B. 
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There are a number of reasons why it is timely to review the current process and establish the 

legitimacy of legal precedent: 

o on 26 August 2019 ASIC approved the naming of financial firms by AFCA in published 

determinations.3 This poses potential material reputation risk for members if a determination 

has not been made on a question of law (AFCA only has to have regard to legal principles, 

applicable industry codes of practice or guidance, good industry practice and previous 

relevant determinations of AFCA or predecessor schemes)  

o it would reduce the occurrence of the current practice of adopting a practical/commercial 

approach to resolution rather than a strictly legal position, because this will avoid the 

potential for a formal determination to found against a member  

o it would ensure that more natural justice prevails and a greater alignment with AFCA’s Rules 

occurs around procedural fairness to all the parties4 involved in a complaint 

o AFIA members note AFCA’s commentary that an AFCA Determination is specific to the 

particular facts that underpinned the decision and its ability to ‘act as a precedent’ for future 

compliance settings does not automatically flow. However, determinations can have a far 

broader application. For example, contracts that have the same or similar facts to those that 

AFCA has determined to not be ‘fair’ in all the circumstances become the benchmark against 

which future complaints will be assessed. This means that other members, who operate with 

similar product constructs: 

• revise their compliance settings to meet AFCA’s guidance or risk having a future 

complaint with similar facts determined in favour of the customer (with systemic 

ramifications) and 

• consider amending their credit policy settings, potentially excluding cohorts of customers 

due to concerns about the reputational risk of a determination going against them or the 

compounding nature of costs, which can at times be close to original debt levels.  

o there would be improved trust in the legal and regulatory framework that AFCA uses; which 

underpins access to funding for many of the smaller members in the industry 

o there would be improved understanding  and integrity of the NCC law itself, along with 

supporting regulatory guides 

o members would feel more confident in the process. The financial outcomes that flow from 

damage to a member’s brand may significantly outweigh compensation awarded in an AFCA 

determination  

o new and existing financiers who are not part of AFCA may decide to join and launch products 

captured under its rules. This would also increase AFCA’s revenue streams 

o members who joined AFCA ‘voluntarily’ (i.e. it was not based on a pre-requisite of holding an 

AFSL or ACL), will remain and not consider exiting the scheme. 

While our preference is that a mechanism to appeal a determination is implemented, we 

appreciate the operational complexity this may pose and the timeframe it may take to deliver a 

timely outcome. As a result, in parallel to this being considered, we have suggested a series of 

changes to AFCA Rules that, if adopted, may reduce the number of determinations needing an 

appeal. 

 

1. Investigate and see if the grounds for appeal that currently exist for superannuation issues can 

be replicated for non-superannuation issues. 

 

3 ASIC (2019). ASIC approves AFCA rule change enabling the naming of firms. Media release, 26 August 2019.  
4 AFCA Rules A.2.1 c ii 

http://asic.gov.au/about-asic/news-centre/find-a-media-release/2019-releases/19-224mr-asic-approves-afca-rule-changeenabling-the-naming-of-firms/
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AFCA Rules outline that a Determination of a Superannuation Complaint comes into effect 

immediately it is made, unless the AFCA Decision Maker states a later effective date in the 

Determination.5  

 

Each party to a Superannuation Complaint has a right of appeal to the Federal Court on a 

question of law within 28 days after the day when a copy of the determination has been given to 

the party (unless the Federal Court allows a further period).  

 

This process could be replicated for non-superannuation issues. 

 

2. Broaden the role of the Independent Assessor to review the merits or substance of a 

Determination 

AFCA’s Independent Assessor is appointed by the AFCA board as part of their quality assurance 

and accountability framework.6 The primary role of the Independent Assessor is to identify, 

address and respond to complaints received about AFCA’s complaints handling service and 

performance and make necessary recommendations about significant issues.7 

 

Consequently, an Independent Assessor does not have the ability to review the merits or 

substance of a Determination.7 Rather, all the Independent Assessor considers is whether AFCA’s 

provided service was satisfactory and recommendations to address the issues found. 

 

There could be merit in broadening this role to review the merits or substance of a Determination. 

 

3. Broaden and increase the use of test cases  

AFCA Rules outline the process whereby a test case can be considered by a court.8 Members note 

that AFCA does not have to agree to a request for a test case but needs to take into account a 

number of factors. Members also note that they need to comply with undertakings as required by 

rule 2.2(f).  

 

There could be merit in broadening the use of test cases to allow for a review of a Determination. 

 

4. Consider the introduction of an own motion review 

An ombudsman’s own motion or on application by a party within 28 days after the date on which 

a determination or award was sent to that party, may allow the ombudsman to review the 

decision and assess if there is a clerical mistake; or there is a material error, oversight or omission; 

or there is a material miscalculation of figures or a material mistake in the description of any 

person, thing or matter; or there is a defect in form; or the terms of the determination or award 

do not reflect the scheme's or the ombudsman’s actual intentions.  

  

The result of this could be that the ombudsman may re-open the complaint; or make whatever 

amendments to the determination or award he or she thinks appropriate; or re-issue the 

determination or award; or give such directions as he or she thinks appropriate (including 

directions about times for compliance) in connection with the determination or award.  

 

5 AFCA Rule 15.1 
6 AFCA Rules A.16.3. 
7 AFCA Rules A.16.4  
8 AFCA Rules Page 147 



Appealing AFCA: what rights do financial firms
have?

Andrea Beatty, Chelsea Payne and Chloe Kim PIPER ALDERMAN

The financial services industry’s new external dispute

resolution scheme, the Australian Financial Complaints

Authority (AFCA), commenced operations on

1 November 2018 to address financial service conflicts

between individuals and financial firms that are unable

to be resolved through internal dispute resolution meth-

ods. AFCA intends to resolve disputes through informal

settlement processes and if not resolved, ultimately

AFCA will make a final determination (Determination).

Despite the finality of Determinations, AFCA does not

provide financial firms an avenue of appeal. This article

discusses the formation and operation of AFCA, the

governing AFCA Rules and accompanying guidelines

and the lack of appeal options regarding a final Deter-

mination.

AFCA
AFCA was formed by the Treasury Laws Amendment

(Putting Consumers First — Establishment of the Aus-

tralian Financial Complaints Authority) Act 2018 (Cth)

(AFCA Act). AFCA is a not-for-profit company limited

by guarantee. AFCA is governed by a Board of Direc-

tors, abides by a constitution and operates in accordance

with scheme rules and operational guidelines. The Board

of Directors governing AFCA includes equal numbers of

industry and consumer representatives. Although untested

by the courts, it is likely that AFCA’s functions will be

viewed consistent with previous judicial review of

Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS), being that AFCA

is a private body exercising private rights.1

In the post-Royal Commission into Misconduct in the

Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Indus-

try (Banking Royal Commission) light, AFCA is intended

to address some of the systematic gaps identified in the

Final Report.2 Being a non-government affiliated, impar-

tial and independent dispute resolution scheme, AFCA is

required to consider each complaint objectively. The

dispute resolution scheme was formed to consider com-

plaints previously handled by its predecessors, the FOS,

the Credit and Investments Ombudsman (CIO) and the

Superannuation Complaints Tribunal (SCT).

With the introduction of the new AFCA scheme

comes the obligation for all Australian credit licence

(ACL) and Australian financial services licence (AFSL)

holders to obtain an AFCA membership in accordance

with their licence conduct obligations.3 To ensure that

AFSL and ACL holders are complying with their licence

as per their membership to AFCA, the Australian Secu-

rities and Investments Commission (ASIC) will proactively

monitor licensees through its regulatory oversight pow-

ers.4

Since commencing operations at the end of 2018,

AFCA has received a greater number of complaints than

originally anticipated, having received over 60,000 com-

plaints in its first 10 months.5 The high number of

complaints can be attributed to AFCA’s higher monetary

limits and compensations caps than its predecessors6 and

the Banking Royal Commission, which raised greater

awareness concerning fairness for consumers and their

financial products. AFCA’s travelling Roadshow offer-

ing people free Financial Fairness Checks around Aus-

tralia will also impact the quantity of complaints received.7

Furthermore, as per the recommendation made dur-

ing the Banking Royal Commission, a Compensation

Scheme of Last Resort was formed to allow consumers

who have been the victim of misconduct to be properly

compensated.8 This is to assist complainants where the

financial firm may have become insolvent and is unable

to compensate the complainant.

The complaint process
There are a number of guidelines for AFCA to

consider whether a complaint falls within its jurisdic-

tion, including:9

a) The complaint must arise from a customer relation-
ship or other circumstance that brings the complaint
within AFCA’s jurisdiction.

b) There must be a sufficient connection with Australia.
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c) Generally, there is a time limit within which the
complaint must be submitted to AFCA.

d) If the complaint is about a Traditional Trustee
Company Service that involve Other Affected Par-
ties, the Complainant must get the consent of all
Other Affected Parties.

The Operational Guidelines also outline exclusionary

categories of complaints that AFCA cannot consider,

including a complaint that refers to a decision by a

financial firm as to how to allocate the benefit of a

financial service between competing claims of potential

beneficiaries, unless it relates to a “Superannuation

Complaint” or a “Traditional Trustee Company Ser-

vice”.10

If a complaint falls within AFCA’s jurisdiction and

the parties to a complaint are unable to resolve the

dispute between themselves, AFCA will intervene. AFCA

will generally aim to utilise informal methods such as a

negotiated settlement or a conciliation conference.11 If

these prove unsuccessful AFCA will decide the com-

plaint and make a binding Determination.12

Recently, the ambit ofAFCA’s jurisdiction was extended

so that they can now hear complaints originating in the

previous 6 to 12 years.13 This will allow consumers to

make complaints about events dating back to

1 January 2008.14 This extension was in line with the

recommendation in the Final Report of the Banking

Royal Commission and will last until 30 June 2020

before it is reverted to the original 6-year limit.15

Appeal options
After a Determination is made for a non-

superannuation related complaint, there are limited oppor-

tunities afforded to financial firms to dispute the decision.

Under the AFCA scheme, express provisions for statu-

tory appeal to the Federal Court are available to super-

annuation complaints if there has been an error of law.16

However, for non-superannuation complaints no such

express provision is available.

Consequently, there are only three possible appeal

options available for financial firms dissatisfied with the

outcome of their non-superannuation related Determina-

tion, which are discussed below.

AFCA appeal

To request an internal review by AFCA, the dissatis-

fied party must first complain directly to AFCA by

completing an informal online feedback form.17 How-

ever, as evident in the AFCA Operational Guidelines to

the Rules, even if a service complaint is made against

AFCA regarding a Determination, the Complaints and

Feedback procedure cannot be used as a review mecha-

nism.18 Only after AFCA has responded to the form can

the dissatisfied party proceed with more formal mecha-

nisms by complaining to an Independent Assessor.19 The

Terms of Reference require a party to make a complaint

to the Independent Assessor within 3 months of AFCA

considering and responding to the complaint through its

Complaints and Feedback process, unless special cir-

cumstances apply.20 When a complaint is being made to

an Independent Assessor, the complaint must be framed

in a general way and directed towards the process

engaged in by AFCA.21

AFCA’s Independent Assessor is appointed by the

AFCA Board as part of their quality assurance and

accountability framework.22 The primary role of the

Independent Assessor is to identify, address and respond

to complaints received about AFCA’s complaints han-

dling service and performance and make necessary

recommendations about significant issues.23 Conse-

quently, an Independent Assessor does not have the

ability to review the merits or substance of a Determi-

nation.24 Rather, all the Independent Assessor considers

is whether AFCA’s provided service was satisfactory

and what they can recommend to address the issues

found.25

Beyond the Independent Assessor there is no further

appeal against their findings.26 The AFCA Chief Ombuds-

man will review the Independent Assessor’s recommen-

dations and if they do not accept it, it will be referred to

the Chair of the AFCA Board in accordance with the

Independent Assessor’s Terms of Reference.27 Although

the Independent Assessor is able to review Determina-

tions, it does not have the ability to reverse and re-make

a decision. Instead, learnings from past Determinations

are used when future Determinations are made.

Court option
In considering whether judicial review is available

for the appeal of an AFCA Determination, a financial

firm must consider whether public law remedies can be

directed towards the exercise of public power by private

bodies such as AFCA. The merits of this appellate

option fall on two points.

Firstly, the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review)

Act 1977 (Cth) (ADJR Act) has been amended by the

AFCA Act to expressly exclude AFCA Determinations

statutory review.28

Secondly, to argue that judicial review is in fact

available for financial firms, it requires contending the

principle found in the seminal case of R v Panel on

Take-Overs & Mergers; Ex parte Datafin plc29 (Datafin).

The Panel of Take-Overs and Mergers was a private

body regulating the mergers and acquisition industry in

London and like many members of AFCA, panel mem-

bers were unable to opt out of its regulation. Datafin had

complained that a company had breached the Panel’s

code of conduct however, the Panel did not take action.
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It was found in this case that private bodies which

perform public law functions are subject to judicial

review. The judgment of Datafin focused on the nature

of the power rather than the source of power, such as a

body’s statutory authority, in determining whether a

body is exercising a public law function. However,

whether the Datafin findings are applicable to Australian

law is a contentious issue, making it difficult to assess

whether the Datafin principle would apply to Australian

cases.

The availability of judicial review in accordance with

s 39B of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) as an alternative

to judicial review made available through the ADJR Act

is dependent on whether the power to issue the Deter-

mination and award the particular remedies is being

performed by an “Officer of the Commonwealth”. This

would raise concerns on the application of the Datafin

principle and whether it would be considered to form a

part of the law in Australia.

In Mickovski v Financial Ombudsman Service Ltd30

(Mickovski), the Court of Appeal held that the Datafin

principle did not apply to Determinations made by

AFCA’s predecessor FOS. In this case both a judicial

review and a challenge in contract was brought. The

court held that as the decision in question was deter-

mined by governing rules to be “final”, the decision

could only be reviewed as a matter of contract if it had

been “affected by fraud or dishonesty or lack of good

faith … unless … the determination has not been carried

out in accordance with the agreement.”31

While in the case, the Court of Appeal found that an

error was made in construction of a rule going to

jurisdiction — it was found that the error identified was

not sufficient enough to vitiate the decision or take it

outside the ambit of the contractual decision-making

power. The court held that FOS was not exercising a

public duty or a function involving a public element

when the parties to the complaint were consensually

subject to FOS’s jurisdiction.32 A similar conclusion

could be drawn about AFCA to argue that as they are not

exercising a public duty, they should not be subject to

judicial review.

Similarly, a year later Bilaczenko v Financial Ombuds-

man Service Ltd33 was considered by the Federal Court

in the context of considering an appeal from two

decisions of the Federal Circuit Court relative to a

challenge to the conduct of FOS in providing their

dispute resolution services. Mansfield J found the Fed-

eral Circuit Court did not err in finding the decision of

the FOS was not judicially reviewable at general law.

Further, recently the Mickovski case was cited with

approval in BFJ Capital Pty Ltd v Financial Ombuds-

man Service Ltd (in liq)34 and the Datafin principle was

distinguished from the FOS scheme. Evidently, recent

case law has shown that the Mickovski principle has

been favoured over the judgment of Datafin in arguing

that FOS was not subject to judicial review and simi-

larly, could be applied as such to the AFCA scheme.

Contract option

An alternative option may be for the financial firm to

bring a claim in contract. The AFCA Rules provide that

the Rules form a tripartite contract between AFCA,

Financial Firms and Complainants. However, in order to

bring such a claim, financial firms would need to argue

that the Determination made was “affected by fraud or

dishonesty or lack of good faith or (by analogy with

jurisdictional error) … that the determination has not

been carried out in accordance with the agreement”35 as

per the judgment in Mickovski, requiring the financial

firm to prove that AFCA misconstrued its function under

the contract in determining the consumer’s complaint.

However, in AGL Victoria Pty Ltd v SPI Networks

(Gas) Pty Ltd (formerly TXU Networks (Gas) Pty Ltd,36

the court referenced Holt v Cox37 to identify that:

... a mistake may still be of such a nature that the resultant

determination is beyond the realm of contractual contem-

plation — beyond anything which the parties may be

supposed to have intended to be final and binding — and

therefore susceptible to review.38

This would lead financial firms to form the question

of whether the Determination was not made in accor-

dance with the terms of the contract as opposed to

whether there was an error in the making of the

Determination by AFCA. Consequently, a financial firm

would need to prove that the Determination was not in

accordance with the contract between the parties because

of the approach taken.

Conclusion
AFCA was implemented as an external dispute reso-

lution scheme facilitating and making fair and objective

decisions. However, the inability by financial firms to

appeal the Determinations made by AFCA is likely to

cause significant concern.

As part of ASIC’s oversight, on 26 August 2019,

ASIC announced that it has approved AFCA to name

financial firms in published Determinations.39 Although

financial firms will be named, consumers who are a

party to the complaint will remain anonymous. ASIC

believes the naming of firms will assist in identifying

conduct or market problems within firms while also
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highlighting firms who conduct themselves in a compli-

ant manner. Furthermore, this will ensure AFCA’s decision-

making process is transparent and ensures AFCA can be

held more greatly accountable for the Determinations

they make. This decision forms part of a broader goal to

be transparent and clear within the financial industry and

follows international efforts such as the UK’s Financial

Ombudsman Service which has been able to name firms

in published Determinations since 2013.

However, AFCA’s new ability to name financial firms

in Determinations could have potential unfair reputational

damage in light of the lack of appeal options, as financial

firms are unable to question or contest the result.

Currently, the AFCA Rules provides that AFCA’s opera-

tions will be reviewed after 18 months. Although, the

lack of appeal rights may be a significant enough issue

that an earlier review is required.
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